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Dave: [00:00:00] that's right. That's right. No guarantee that things will work here today, but 
we'll see so far so good. They're here.  

Paul: [00:00:09] Yeah,  

Dave: [00:00:10] well, how's your week going gone?  

Paul: [00:00:14] It really is. I don't know. It's I'm, I'm uh, at another, I'm kind of, I don't know 
if it's a bio rhythms or, or just, uh, just real low energy today. I feel, I think I need to arrest 
day and especially with mastermind and Lyft coming up, I need some, uh, Some downtime. 

I saw that, um, in the paper today, they said that, uh, San Onofre nuclear power plant. I 
don't know if you're familiar with that. Anyway, it's, it's a relatively local power plant here, 
um, down on the West coast. Um, And when I was in high school, a friend of mine, we were 
in theater together and he was the kind of guy who always did like designed the sets and 
built stuff. 

And so now he's like an engineer and he's really into three D printing and stuff like that. And 
so one day when we were in high school, he took me down. We went for a drive just to kind 
of blow off steam. And he took me down yeah. To Zen and Alfre to look at it. Cause he was 
just, if this is in 78, so it was relatively new. 

Dave: [00:01:31] Right.  

Paul: [00:01:32] And so he just was in thrawled by the, you know, the engineering of it, the 
nuclear power plant, you know, and everything. So, and so now when I go down to Solana 
beach too, To work with a youth theater. I pass by it twice on the way down on the way up. 
And I always think of him and that trip. And so when I saw it on the newspaper today, I 
thought of it. 

And I think thinking that might be a nice day to just go drive down to San and Oprah and 
back it's about, about 45 minutes either each way might be a good. Hopefully the traffic 
won't be, won't be heavy.  

Dave: [00:02:18] Anyway. Great. Good idea. Why is it in the news today?  

Paul: [00:02:22] Oh, they, uh, it's just been, it's been, it's been shut down for a number of 
years and so it's just been given and approval to be  

Dave: [00:02:30] dismantled. 

All right. Yeah. I remember back then the seventies, what, what a promise nuclear energy 
was going to be, and, you know, everything was going to be nuclear powered before, too 
long. So yeah. Times change. Well, that's good. It reminds me too. I said to my wife, I got a 
periodically, I think years ago, we were looking into the possibility of going to the UK for a 
holiday. 



And so I signed up for some email list and the, you know, maybe three times a year, Because 
I've been so inactive on it, they send some promotion that I should go to the UK. And they're 
starting to think about your staycation. This year could be on the coast of Argyle. You can 
take the enormous 66 mile trip all at one time, or you could break it into eight manageable 
segments and I'm thinking, but that's the difference between them. 

The Brits and the North Americans, you know, you're talking about 45 minutes each way. 
That's, that's, that's easily like 80 miles round trip, at least. Right. But no, that would be an 
enormous undertaking for a holiday. Do 

you hear those people? Every so often that live 20 miles from some other town and they've 
never been cause it's too far away.  

Paul: [00:03:39] Yeah. Well, I'm kind of that way about going up into LA. Yeah. I gladly drive 
down to San and Oprah, but drive into LA and it's like Northern California to me,  

Dave: [00:03:52] right? Yeah. Yeah. Well, it's interesting. 

Paul: [00:03:55] How's your week going?  

Dave: [00:03:57] Uh, pretty good. I think too many, too many things still roiling around. Like, 
I feel like a lot of ideas are coming together. I went to, um, Ari Galper his office hours, uh, 
type call that needed a desk today. And that was really good. Some really interesting gems 
of information there. 

And I think he's trying really hard to build a community. He's going to have zoom calls that 
are just around networking within the community group itself. He's doing a lot to try to build 
this out. So we'll see where it goes. And I still, what he's saying really kind of resonates with 
me. And he was saying yes, today as he was doing the PR the PR he does these tours, 
monthly calls. 

And I guess it was like the third one he's done now. Um, and. He asked people to give them 
like sales scenarios or situations they would, they've been in our trying to figure out and he'll 
work with them on how to handle it. And what, what specific language to use. And, you 
know, he worked with a couple of PBS today, interesting processes and some things that I 
sort of naturally have gravitated towards or, or thought of, but not sort of put into clear 
practice. 

So in terms of. Um, he was talking to one guy who does, who has, um, eCommerce software. 
And the guy was saying, you know, that what happens is we inevitably get to the point 
where the, the cost conversation comes up and, um, I'm trying to figure out how to handle 
that, because usually that's where things get to the point where somebody says, okay, well, 
we have to think about it and we'll get back to you. 

And, you know, they want to know the ROI and they want to know all this stuff and already 
saying, well, you shouldn't ever get yourself into that situation. He says, no software demos, 
for instance. Um, and no, I'm certainly no. Uh, proposals or processes around that, his idea is 
that you, you stick completely to the problem. 



And then he started out lying to the guy. So, you know, what are you talking about? You talk 
about rates of, of, uh, completion or whatever people are looking at getting higher rates of 
shopping cart completion. And the guy said, yeah, that's usually what we talk about. That's 
the industry standard. And he said, well, you shouldn't be talking about that. 

You shouldn't talk to you about how many people actually don't complete. Uh, a sale on the 
site and what's, what's the average cost of a sale. So a hundred people and you're losing a 
thousand a month. So let me just quickly, the quick math, that's a hundred thousand dollars 
a month here losing, and you're okay with that. 

He said, people will react entirely different. Then you're telling them they have a, you know, 
uh, 90, you, you can take their 90% completion rate and. Move it to 93% or something like 
that, because you've identified it in dollar terms. In real people terms, it suddenly hits them 
right. Between the eyes. And he said, they'll look at you and go above. 

And you just said, well, let's be conservative. Let's cut that in half. So it's $50,000 a month. 
You're losing a year. You're okay with that. 

Sure. It's just an interesting, and the guy ended up saying to him, You know that it all makes 
total sense. It's just so contrary to what I've always been taught and always is the way that 
things are done. Yeah, yeah. Says, yeah. Welcome to my word world on this contrary. And 
that says, don't do this, don't do this, do this, this, when people do it, they find out it works, 
but. 

They, you know, never heard of it before they must be out in left field or whatever. So, but it 
just all makes a lot of sense in terms of the objective of moving things along. And, and I had, 
I had a chat with him on you say, I guess, because they had, supposedly he called me from 
what I think is a small herd to have a conversation with Eric. 

And so I asked him about 'em. Kind of getting the, the conversation started and, and building 
the process out. And he said, you just need to be really clear about what the likely problems 
are. And then he was suggesting, you know, framing it the same sort of way, which is to say. 
Are you happy to start off with, are you happy with your retention rate, with how many 
people are turning out of your system? 

And he said, nobody in the business is happy with that. They'd always liked to improve it. So 
they'll, they'll be then asking questions about that. So then drill down on the problem, which 
is similar to the Mirasee approach we've talked about, right. Which is to keep amplifying the 
problem. Why is that an issue? 

Why is that an issue? How does that. Affect you or affect the, the company you said that's 
the approach take, don't be trying to build relationships with them and yeah, that kind of 
stuff. That's and it was interesting too. He talked to a woman who I think was from the UK, 
who was saying to him, what she said to do is get people. 

She said, I T I do a lot of business coaching and I, what I find is I get on calls with people and 
they're totally in there. A business mindset and I want to get them into their personal 
mindset. And I need to figuring out how to do that. You said, actually, I don't think you 



should because they're in their business mindset because that's what you're calling about 
and that's what they're into. 

And you should just be again, sort of identify the key problems that you can solve and ask do 
these are these problems for you and it'll be open to the possibility they aren't problems for 
them. In which case you probably can't help this person. And so move on. Yeah. But if, but, 
you know, You know, from experience that for most people, this is going to be a problem. 

So when they say, well, yeah, actually that is a bit of a challenge. Then just start to work on 
understanding the problem and keep talking about them and their problem and she's, and 
he said, you know, what will happen is people will be saying, geez, that Margaret, I really like 
her. She's all about business. 

Right. As opposed to, you know, how's your family, how are, how are things on the 
weekend? And he said, it's not like you can't build a little bit of rapport at the beginning, but. 
So many people go overboard trying to get people to like them as opposed to dealing with 
the problem that's in front of them, both. 

So, and I'll be interesting to try it out. So taking that and then taking some stuff that I have 
been listening to off and on from Tom Poland. I'm on webinars on how to do those and his 
ideas around LinkedIn and things like that. I just feel like there's, I feel like I'm on the cusp of 
figuring out how all these pieces fit together. 

But when I sit down with a word document and try to fit them together, connect yet. So 
where, what are the gaps?  

Paul: [00:10:01] Do you do mind  

Dave: [00:10:01] mapping? I do sometimes. Yeah. I haven't tried doing mind map around. 
This would probably be a good idea.  

Paul: [00:10:08] Um, you know, just what often happens for me is I get started and either it's 
too vague or I have too many things. 

And so it's a matter of trying to, um, and it's really helping me imagine. In my mind, how 
things fit together, even if it never quite works out. So then I often get to a point where I can 
start writing about it, even at the mind maps or are jibberish.  

Dave: [00:10:42] Right. Yeah. And that makes sense. I mean, it, it, it amplifies. 

Excuse me, it amplifies how things fit together, or it makes it clear that they don't fit 
together the way you'd like them to. And, and you can try to figure out whether that's a gap 
you can sort out an answer to, or you were just misleading yourself that you could ever 
make those two pieces fit together in the way you thought and you need to rethink it. 

So that's a good thought. I'll have a look at that for sure. Yeah, tons of time. We have left 
before our are completely masterminds and lifts. And  



Paul: [00:11:14] yeah, I was thinking, as you were talking about RA and that it almost seems 
like a, like a interesting gloss on the Mirasee process. Um, almost not, not exactly, but you 
know, the Mirasee his is Ari's take on it is, um, Don't think about an opera at all. 

Right? It's that kind of the kind of thing. So it's not even in your mindset, um, which is pretty 
close to Mirasee except that, you know, as we talk, I think we talked about last week and 
with the Mirasee method, eventually you do, you know, if you do get to a point where an 
offer can be made, then, then you can go ahead and  

Dave: [00:12:01] go for it. 

Yeah. I think.  

Paul: [00:12:04] I like that kind of contrarian attitude and, and, you know, it's kind of a, uh, 
you know, uh, a check on, on Mirasee. Cause for me, everything is so new that it just seems 
like the perfect way. So it's nice to hear from about, from somebody who seems very similar, 
but kind of. Changes some things around. 

Dave: [00:12:31] Yeah, I think that's a, I think that's an accurate take on an a, as I was 
hearing you. Uh, starting off with your sort of comparison. I was thinking more of the 
differences mindset, and then that's where you ended. And for him, it's a hundred percent 
around. If you can get your head wrapped around the, and I was, when I was trying to write 
some of this up yesterday after the call, I was realizing that part of what he is he's saying in 
essence is the problem is, you know, you have a solution and your rationale for having the 
call was to present the solution really? 

Right. So. It's hard, not when you get into the conversation. If you, if you haven't managed to 
do this mind set shift, it's hard not to get excited as soon as you see the client, the client, or 
the prospect saying, so, yeah, here's the problem I have. And this is how it's affecting me. 
And, you know, he says, then your mind just immediately goes to, let me tell you how I can 
solve your problem for you. 

Let me help you out, which is an immediate shift to selling from just listening and 
understanding the problem I'm working for. Right? So his. I think the subtlety of is have is. A 
process is to suggest that if you can actually get your mindset shifted, it's almost to me like 
the idea of kind of this progression of steps through to wisdom. 

And then once you get to wisdom, you can simplify that and bring it back to the point where 
other people can kind of get what you've learned through this long process of refining 
knowledge and the wisdom. And he's kind of saying the same thing you need to. Get 
yourself past the point of being in the sales so that you can come back to being in sales in 
the context, that's totally connected to how the customer wants this to go or how the 
prospect wants this to go and, and really saying you have to believe. 

So strongly in a, in a sense, you're saying you have to believe so strongly in the solution that 
you have, that the solution will work for a number of people that you believe they will see it. 
If you just talked about it long enough in the context of their problem or talk about their 
problem long enough. 



And, and as you pointed out in several examples yesterday with people, you know, it's just a 
matter of continuing the conversation until the point. Is obvious to the person you're talking 
to, that they want to know more, that you've been talking about the problem, and I've 
agreed that it's a problem and that it needs to be addressed and that something should be 
done about it. 

And they realize they're sitting in the presence of somebody who may have the solution to 
the problem. So why wouldn't they ask for, well, you know, how does your process work or 
how would we find out more about what you do or whatever. So then they've opened it up 
and then, you know, you're. Totally free to help them talk about what it would be like to 
work with you or do whatever the yeah. 

Processes from there. And that, to me, it makes a certain, a certain sense that I think is okay. 
It's almost like stretching that last step of the, the Mirasee process out until the client 
decides it's time to turn the corner. Not you looking for the opportunity finally, to turn the 
corner as part of the process, it was interesting to see, I'll have to. 

Try to get into some conversations and experiment with it and see how well it works.  

Paul: [00:15:42] Yeah. I'm wondering though, if, if you might, we might get to the point of. 
Constantly talking about the problem problem, the problem, and the PR and the person 
you're talking to eventually just kind of throws their hands up and say, well, thanks for 
talking to me. 

See ya. I now feel really terrible. 

Dave: [00:16:07] Well, I think he's not, he's not talking about, I'm probably giving the wrong 
impression in a sense that he's not really talking about amplifying the, um, The pain around 
the problem. He's talking about making sure that you're continuing to have the conversation 
focused on the problem that. Is becoming clear and how, and what, and what kind of impact 
that's having a, like, it's not really chasing you to get to the point where the person is 
desperate to solve the problem. 

He's just basically saying, and this is where I think it very much mirrors the Mirasee process, 
which is to say, we're just going to talk about going deeper and deeper until it's clear to the 
person and to all of us in the conversation that this is something that. Is a challenge that's 
worth looking at more to try and resolve. 

Not that it's not necessarily that it's freaking you out or that you're now depressed by the 
whole process, but just, okay. We've really established. And, and the belief to that by you. 
And I think this is just something that I've seen a million times and just relationship by you 
maintaining or managing to stay focused on talking about them and their problem in a 
supportive way. 

People like that because they're so used to people not talking, you know, like, you know, 
that I, that idea of, you know, if you, if you meet somebody and you talk about them, they'll 
think you're the greatest person in the world. Cause you have great tastes. You always 
talking about them through the whole conversations. 



They don't meet people like you very often recognize their brilliance and you know, 
whatever. So I think there's a little bit of that and staying focused on them and their problem 
is a refreshing change from. Pitching your solution leaving me in the dust. So, but it remains 
to be seen, I think a little bit. 

Paul: [00:17:54] Yeah. And doesn't then the Mirasee process goes from, you know, going 
deeper into the problem and saying, you know what, um, what's the, what's the phrase. And 
then what happens? And then, or something like that. I can't remember exactly what it is, 
but that, but then it's, it turns to what would it be like? It. 

You know, you had a solution or what would it be like at that problem, you know, was gone 
or you had gotten past it? What would, what would that be like?  

Dave: [00:18:27] Yeah. Yeah. I think, I think you hit the nail on the head. I think really, if you 
wanted to differentiate the two, the difference would be the mindset going in. 

And I think that potentially. Like thinking about the times that I saw a tree present the 
Mirasee process a couple of times through various courses, what I saw as students 
sometimes getting hung up on, and then we did an EBL. We did practice sales things, similar 
to what you guys are doing in Tuesdays. 

And, and I would find that I was talking to people who were getting really hung up on there's 
five steps and I'm need to move to step three now. Right. And so to me, That's good in the 
sense that when I looked at it, I realized that I was doing some of those things naturally, but I 
had never sort of consciously thought about, you know, measuring or creating a sense of the 
gap between where they are and where they want to be. 

And so those kinds of things are good ideas, but no Ari's perspective on it would be. As long 
as you've got that five step process in the back of your mind that you're trying to work the 
client through. It's only a matter of time until you give them unintentionally or otherwise, 
the impression that you're trying to move them along to a sale and you raise the pressure on 
them. 

And since his process is all about relieving the pressure, that's where I think, as you say, as I 
say, you hit it on the head. When you say you get that out of your brain so that if you can get 
comfortable enough to having a conversation, that's simply exploratory about whether the 
problem exists and. Uh, whether the person needs, needs a solution to the problem without 
you thinking about, Oh, I got to get to the next step of moving them to the point where I can 
tell them about my solution. 

Then it changes the dynamics of the conversation. And with experience around that, you will 
get to a point because, you know, his point would be, if you kind of got to that site, like. Let's 
assume that you handle it definitely enough so that they aren't just frustrated and, and 
throwing their hands up in the air because they've got this problem. 

They don't know where to go with it, but they're at a point where it's okay. Clearly we have a 
problem here that we're talking about and where the mercy process might then be. Well, 



would it be okay if I talked to you about the solution, which immediately becomes a, Oh, you 
want to sell me something? Okay. 

Sure. His point would be to say, where do you want to take this conversation from here? So 
that it's entirely in there. Ballpark, but you've given them the question to which they can 
answer while I'd like to hear what your solution is. Okay. Well, let's do that. In other words, 
they still stay in control of it to that point, and that if you needed to come to the end of a 
conversation or whatever, that you would still take that approach to say, well, this has been 
great. 

Um, where do you think we should take this from here? Mm,  

Paul: [00:21:09] yeah, yeah, yeah.  

Dave: [00:21:12] I dunno. It'd be interesting to see in. Model it out. So I'm hopeful that 
maybe in the new year, when I don't have a Bowman and things like that, or in the next 
sprint new year. 

Well, it's September, everything starts in September, right? Cause go back to school. Um, 
That maybe I can stick my head into a couple of those sales things that you guys are doing 
and practice my approach there and just see how it works. You could  

Paul: [00:21:44] definitely do.  

Dave: [00:21:45] We shall see. And so other than that, it's just kind of, there's a long list of 
things I'd like to be getting through that. 

I can't quite get through it, so I'm, but I'm realizing, like, that's what I said to Ari. And I said to 
you last week, it's part of what August is going to be about, which is trying to set some 
priorities. If I can get. Through mind mapping or otherwise, if I can get the pieces to start 
fitting, to get together a bit more in my brain, I think I'll be able to establish with Ari any, a 
proper sort of process for the next sprint in terms of here's the things that I need to, or want 
to do. 

I'm still kind of leaning towards the idea that I want to the marketing and sales process. 
Excuse me. That's more around, um, Identifying a limited number of people and getting into 
conversations with them rather than this kind of large scale, um, attracting leads and, and 
doing that kind of thing. So more along the lines of what I think you probably would end up 
doing too, which is, you know, whether it's through word of mouth or people, you know, or 
other opportunities or people you could work together with this. 

I don't, we haven't talked too much about Tom Poland, but I don't know if you know him or 
have seen any of his stuff.  

Paul: [00:22:52] Um, mostly just from what you've said, but I think, um, the Ari Galper link 
that you sent me, wasn't he? The host.  

Dave: [00:23:01] Yeah. Yeah. That was, that was how I found came across area was through 
Tom promoting them. 



And Tom did a, well, I was interested because this week time did a, a session 90 minute 
webinar, which is his. He was calling out live L dot I dot V L dot E. And the, I can't remember 
what his acronym stood for, but what he was saying was he was trying to demonstrate a 
more interactive way of doing a webinar. 

And the way he was doing a webinar is rather than having his slides or whatever. Presented 
on the computer he's he does his thing standing up front of a big 42 inch, uh, four Kmart 
that's touchscreen. And he just, you know, walks through the slides and he can draw on the 
screen and underlying it's like that. 

Yeah. And, but what was more interesting? I think about his approach, just his, his thing is all 
about, uh, qualifying people so that you can. He doesn't really work on the basis of creating 
sales conversations in the traditional sense, he works on having a process to quality five 
people so that I understand enough about what you do that. 

Then you can have a conversation where they are pretty clear about what. No, you know 
what we're talking about here before you sit down and then you can have a conversation 
about what's their situation, you know, and I can see the kind of dovetailing with Eric golfers 
process, which would be if you go through on a Tom's webinars and follow the next step, his 
next step is go to book a chat with tom.com obligation. 

We'll just talk about your situation. And that, that would then just the way he talked about it 
on the webinar on Wednesday is that would be a conversation along the lines of what I 
already would suggest, which is we'll just explore, you know, what are your challenges right 
now? What might you be doing to address those and, and you know, how important is it to 
solve them? 

And then we can look at whether we can work together to help solve them or not. So. And, 
and that whole process, I think interests me in his point about LinkedIn is you said basically 
people will tell you to build your networks out on LinkedIn and do all this, but in his mind, 
little John does, I think there's two types of people on LinkedIn. 

There are people who are. Either wanting to be recruited or recruiting. And there are people 
who want to sell you something. He said there is nobody that gets out of the bed in the 
morning and jumps on LinkedIn and says, Oh good. Let's go see what I can buy today. So. 
Experience that you need to create in LinkedIn is to build a highly targeted list of half a 
dozen people. 

And then he's got a process of different types of webinars and sort of the second, the most 
general generic one is the one that we're used to where everybody's just on without their 
cameras on. And they watch a presentation. The next version up from that would be a zoom 
call if he calls a boardroom briefing, which is basically a webinar, but with everybody, you 
know, maybe half a dozen people on the call and everybody's webcams on and you try to 
make it interactive and people ask question. 

And do that kind of thing. So his take on LinkedIn is his belief. The only way it works, identify, 
you know, half a dozen people that are your ideal kind of prospects and then invite them to 



a boardroom briefing and have a conversation around that. And then out of that will come 
the opportunity to have deeper conversations that you can turn into business. 

Okay. Any other process you're doing to build connections on LinkedIn as a longterm? 
Hopefully maybe, but not directed towards generating sales and revenue for you really very 
directly. So it's interesting.  

Paul: [00:26:29] Yeah. Wow.  

Dave: [00:26:31] And then Arie said something, Eric Alper said something interesting 
yesterday, which was. 

Essentially that what he didn't find this challenging about a lot of marketers that there now 
is that they're saying basically you need to have funnels. So you need to have all this stuff. 
And you know, you need to have layers of process that you're working through. You need to 
do all this kind of stuff. 

And his, his point is no, you need a process for lead generation. So that may be where you're 
going to have funnels and lead magnets and things like that. Some way to attract attention 
to you and get leads. But after that, There should be no funnel. There should be no process 
that go through. It should be getting into a sales conversation with these people are a 
conversation about what's the problem. 

Can I help you? And if you can get a process that works like that, then you will find that your 
sales process shortens. And your results are much better. So that makes sense too. When I 
was talking earlier in the week to Robin and Glen, what Rob is doing now is an interesting 
kind of longterm strategy publishing books, but he's kind of working on the basis of that. 

If I can put out a book and then people see the book and they read the book and they liked 
the book, then I've gone through the first stage of know, like, and trust and now know me. 
And now I can hopefully keep them in my world long enough to get them to like me. And 
then we can get to the point of trust. 

And so when. Ari was talking about this yesterday. I was thinking, yeah, I can see that. That's 
an interesting strategy, but if, if you get to the point where they now know you, but your 
process to get them to like, and trust you is a long series of being connected to you. It's a 
pretty long and challenging sales cycle, and maybe you'd be better at and two, because I 
think it's. 

It's contrarian and unusual. Like if you imagine, if you had a leader generation process, are 
you a part of that lead generation process for someone. Light Ari or light like Danny for 
instance. And the, the essence was that their process was enough to be clear that if you grab 
their lead magnet or their process or whatever the lead trigger is that it's clear that you're 
thinking about this problem and the response for a small business person like you, or I would 
be to say, why don't we jump on a call and we can just talk about what your, what your 
challenge is. 



No sales, I don't want to have anything to sell. I just want to find out more about what 
you're, you know, why were you interested in, what were you doing? I think the challenge 
with that is a lot of people would resist. Then last year connection with them is stronger 
than they just found you because they would assume it was manipulative and that you were 
going to do a high pressure sales thing on them. 

Those people that took you up on it, if you really then use that call to build trust. I can see 
that that would shorten the sales process immensely over trying to keep them connected to 
you for a long period of time, learning about what you do to the point where they start 
thinking, Oh, I really like what, what Dave's up to. 

I should maybe talk to him, chat to him someday, you know, but I don't know, again, it 
would be experiment and see, um, The challenge I think would, would be an a maybe next 
time I have an opportunity to interact with Ari. Galper I'll ask him about, well, how do you, 
how do you bridge that gap from the whatever lead generation strategy you have to a, a 
connected conversation without people assuming that it's going to be a high pressure sales 
call and avoiding it altogether. 

So,  

Paul: [00:29:49] yeah. Well, wouldn't the Merisee way be that they kind of, Pat you have a 
series of. Things where the customer is taking potential customers, gradually taking another 
action. Just what's the next action you want them to take? And then the next one and the 
next one till, and if they're taking each of those actions, they're building the trust and then 
assuming that they like you and, and, um, until yeah. 

And you know, but yet to the point where, Hey, let's, let's have a conversation. Maybe well 
that either they're saying that, or you are, I guess it would be, I am saying that  

Dave: [00:30:32] I wouldn't say that that is a process that I don't think could work. I think my 
skepticism about it. And what I've been talking to these other two guys about is that. 

I just, I look at it from the standpoint of how did, how did we do that things when I was 
reasonably successful in running the learning company and how do most small businesses 
operate? They don't operate by trying to appeal to tens of thousands of people in order to, 
for them. Some of those, you know, some small percentage of those people to then take the 
next step. 

And then some percentage of those to take the next step of a much more direct marketing 
process that's around identifying prospects or, or, you know, getting referrals from people 
or, or whatever the deal might be and get into conversations that relate to do you have a 
problem that we could solve much better. 

Four people who are starting small businesses on the internet. To just automatically assume 
that really the only approach they can take is to find a lead magnet, that they can get 10,000 
people to download so that they can then move 2% of those people to a, taking a mini 
course from them. And then the next step and the next step, the next step, instead of trying 



to create a situation where you say, well, really, if this is a, it's got me thinking about what 
would be a logical, I think it's easier, maybe in some ways for B to B too. 

To do what I'm talking about, right. Then B to C. But if you're doing B2B work or, or have a 
very targeted group, then if you could come up with the kind of lead magnet or lead 
connection mechanism that really gave people a sense quite quickly, that you had some 
insight into something that they have bothering them, then you got them closer to the point 
of being willing to have a conversation. 

Uh, Because they are curious about whether or not you really do have a solution for them 
and less likely to be spooked that you're going to try to high pressure sales, sell them into 
something. Right. So, but I, I flip that over and think I've been connecting enough on 
LinkedIn, that people are starting to reach out and I'm seeing a lot of those sales types, 
people reach out and I'm seeing some really interesting takes on it. 

And I'm realizing that even when it's an interesting. Um, outreach type of connection. I 
immediately assumed that this is going to turn into a sales pitch pretty quickly and, and I'm 
leery to create an opening for them to do that. But I'm also, you know, I'm also thinking, 
well, I'm connecting with two with people for two reasons. 

One just having accepted Helen's idea that. If anybody, if anybody reaches out to connect 
with you, you connect with them. It doesn't matter. Don't be trying to evaluate the quality of 
the connections. You don't have to deal with them after that, if they turn into being putts, 
but don't turn, don't start turning down connections right after the center. 

Cause you never know where the opportunities will come from. But the other part of it is I'm 
curious about when somebody comes at me with a completely unique take on this is this, 
can I turn it into a sales pitch? And if so, how is it going to turn into a sales pitch? A guide. 
Somebody approached me last week. 

Who's, who's basically, you know, he's, he's talking about how he likes to have fun and he's 
presenting himself as kind of happy key guy. Like you would really like to know this guy, 
cause he's a bit wacky and he'd be fun to hang around with. And, and he's talking about, you 
know, the reason I reached out is because I really like to be connected with other brilliant 
people on LinkedIn and none of this makes any sense other than that, it's a pitch. 

Right? So. You found me, I've never heard of you before and you found me through LinkedIn 
and you think I'm brilliant? No, I'd like to believe that, but I've been around long enough to 
think it takes longer than that to establish brilliance with somebody. So 

we'll see too many things to experiment with and think about, I think,  

Paul: [00:34:24] no, it sounds like you're, you're in the process, you know? You're in the 
process and, and  

Dave: [00:34:31] get out of the process and into the implementation. That's the thing.  

Paul: [00:34:35] Yeah. Yeah. But I mean, it's always kind of, I mean, that, that gets back to 
the imperfect action thing. 



Right. Which is  

Dave: [00:34:46] what you're  

Paul: [00:34:47] basically doing. Right. You're reading out to people  

Dave: [00:34:51] and yeah.  

Paul: [00:34:53] How to, what's the best way to move people forward, even if you're. Still in 
the,  

Dave: [00:35:00] well, yeah, I I'm, I'm both doing that and not doing that. Right. Like I'm, I 
am, I'm doing the basics of it and I need to scale it. And then I'm also letting the things I 
learn, get in the way of my scaling it or, or continuing to try things and perfectly. 

So, you know, for instance, starting off with the idea of doing. I had said to Ari and any that I 
would put together a couple of lists of about 250 people collected from various locations 
and start sending stuff out to them on connect three 65. And I put the first email sequence 
together and sent the first email out. 

And then. All this other information was coming to me from several points and I really liked 
this and I really liked that. So I started reworking the email thing. So I've never sent a second 
group of things it's like 10 days later or whatever. Right. So it's, I need to be cognizant that. 
Rethinking things could go on paralleled, continuing the imperfect action, but like many 
people, I think it's easy to think. 

Oh, well, I'll just fix this before I do the next step. It's very seductive to think. And to think 
that because it's in your schedule or otherwise it will happen. Tomorrow instead of 10 days 
from now, when you're actually happy. Yeah. Enough with what you've done to justify the 
difference. Now you've wasted 10 days when you could have sent out a bunch of other 
imperfect attempts, which if they don't work, it's not the end of the world, but if they did 
would be moving you closer to. 

If they did any small way would move you to the next step, which then you could 
experiment with and see what works, what doesn't. So the continuous process, I think.  

Paul: [00:36:34] Yeah. Yeah.  

Dave: [00:36:37] So I'm not, I'm not unhappy. As I said, Terry, I'm not unhappy with my 
progress. I'm becoming more cognizant that as I wrap up BOMA this week and I. 

Sent over the last, my last sort of major billing to them. And I have a few things sort of in the 
pipeline, but I really need to shift this now to getting it, to start generating at least some 
revenue and in some ways, so that's going to take some time. So I need to get on that now, 
because if I get on it now, it has a reasonable chance of being at a point where I'm 
comfortable with it, generating enough revenue. 

By the time I would start to get desperate if it did nothing. 



Paul: [00:37:13] Yeah. I'm in a similar. Place with the, the audio pilot. I'm really working on 
that, that, um, um, putting together together and, and, and it's amazing how, the more, I 
kind of think through it, the more I realized that I haven't, I've been making a lot of 
assumptions. Um, and in some ways I can, and like, especially if I'm thinking of my ideal 
audiences, like certain. 

Aspects of scaffolding of musical knowledge that I, you know, I can pretty much assume, but 
then also I realized there were things about the process that I was also assuming which I'm 
realizing. I probably couldn't. And, um, so it's been really good, but it's, it's painfully slow.  

Dave: [00:38:11] Yeah. I think that that sums up what I felt for most of the last few weeks. 

And I've sent stuff into our yet. I don't feel, I don't feel bad. I don't feel negative. I don't feel 
frustrated except that, geez, it's taken a long time to do what I hope would be faster, but  

Paul: [00:38:27] yeah. Yeah. I guess that's why the snake oil salesman do so well and give 
you the illusion that you're moving faster until all of a sudden. 

Wait a minute. What are we doing? There's no real foundation here. There's no real. 

Dave: [00:38:47] Yeah. Yeah, well, I guess we just need to develop the, uh, Cal Worthington 
snake oil sales capabilities in our back pocket, so that if our slow and steady progress three 
months from now, isn't where we want. We can quickly shift gears and rip a bunch of people 
off so we can keep going.  

Paul: [00:39:03] Well, now we know the real plan B snake oil salesman. 

Dave: [00:39:13] I got a, I got a, uh, Steve earlier going around in my head, snake oil son. I 
can't remember what Simon, maybe that's from copperhead road item, somewhere,  

Paul: [00:39:26] something you're going to be asking during mastermind. Do you have a, an 
initial question or thing? You're, you're wanting to ask people.  

Dave: [00:39:35] I haven't really landed on anything yet. 

I've been, um, I've been trying this week desperately to get the BOMA stuff and it's because I 
realized that next week I won't have any time to work on that. So I should finish that up 
today. So that's good. But, uh, I really haven't wrapped my head too much around it. I was 
thinking, I'd try to do that today and tomorrow. 

I, you know, I think, I mean, I'm curious to get feedback from people about this kind of. 
Process of, of how to move, how to move the sales process forward. Yeah, it would be 
interesting to get various takes on the idea of, should I be, should we at our eyes specifically 
be taking kind of a broader view, like the, when we were in the breakout sessions in that last 
mastermind on Susan and suggested you could be doing, um, Calls out to people or emails. 

That's people saying you're researching a series of articles about customer education and 
that, that would open up the conversation with people. I thought, well, that's, that's kind of 



a good sort of interim step where you're building a much deeper relationship quicker with 
people. Um, And yet it isn't a total, um, scatter process. 

It's it's wider, but it's not a total big funnel scatter process. So the two pieces kind of fit 
together nicely in that perspective. So I think it's a matter of trying to get some sense from 
conversations with people about which things most interests me and continue to resonate 
for me, and then getting focused on implementing some things. 

Perfect. Action.  

Paul: [00:41:10] Right. And in addition to the mind-mapping I think bringing it up in 
mastermind is, is a great opportunity because you're definitely going to get opinions and  

Dave: [00:41:20] help,  

Paul: [00:41:21] you know, putting the various pieces together. And even if they don't fit 
together nicely, you're going to have a lot more. 

Wow. Now that I think about it may be counter productive, but.  

Dave: [00:41:37] I can rely on my coach to make me shift that thinking into action. I'll just 
keep, I'll say to them before and after, but this is what's going to happen. I'm going to get a 
bunch of new ideas. Don't let me keep those ideas percolating, but what am I, you, I have 
you thought, what do you want to get out of it? 

Paul: [00:41:54] Yeah. Um, in fact, let's see if I got to get this better, but, um, so I started off, 
this is from the last year. Conversation with Ari, the coaches call. I said, um, I started off by 
saying my cousin, I know my customer. I've got what my customers need. They're unaware. 
Um, and he said, you're right about that. But what you need, what you need to do is to be 
able to poke the pain into your, you know, into people. 

Um, And, uh, what angle will get them interested. Um, and so I, and you know, that kind of 
came to the, came back to the idea that, that Danny had said, you know, doing the ads 
before YouTube videos, you know, Worthington thing there. And, um, he said, you know, 
and, and. I said, and he and I had been joking about this, um, persona of potential persona of 
mine being, you know, you really suck at this. 

You need to get better and, and, you know, we'd laughed. And I said, yeah, that's not really 
my brand. And so, um, Which he agreed. And, and, um, so I said, I said to him last time, I 
said, you know, really, I think what my brand is the wise old man, you know, and kind of 
calm or whatever. And he said, he said, the question should then be using my brand image. 

How do I still push pain to help them to see the need? And, and even though I'm not saying 
it. They're going to get the idea that yes, I really suck at practicing. Um, this is a problem. 
Awesome. So I think that's it without, you know, being that the antagonist and being the 
new SOC type of personality, how do I talk, you know, how do I present this, the same idea, 
but you know, with kind of more really who I at least want to be perceived as. 

My resident identity.  



Dave: [00:44:13] Yeah. Yeah. That's interesting. Yeah, I think, yeah, I think the, uh, the wise 
person who's been there and come back around and knows how to shorten your path. 
What, what popped into my head, as you were saying, that was like, when I talked to Ari 
Galper on Tuesday, what he was saying is. No, the question that I should probably ask 
around intention isn't, you know, are you happy with your retention rate? 

It would be so. Or that might be the initial question, but the followup would be so a lot of 
people say, you know, they they're happy if they have like a 10% churn rate. And I think 
that's ridiculous. Like, why would you want to let that many customers go out the door? It 
should be like one or 2%. And. And so I was thinking in your con your context, you think 
about this 10,000 hour thing that maybe people are more familiar with and they weren't 
before, or take some kind of benchmark like that, that you think most people you were 
talking to about practice would have come to believe as a, given that they have to do this. 

And for you to say kind of in your conversation with them, Well, here's a given that a lot of 
people seem to believe. I think that's ridiculous because I, you know, why wouldn't you want 
this outcome instead, which I think would open the doors for a lot of people around, well, 
maybe, you know, maybe I don't have to do 10,000 hours or maybe, you know, here's 
something I've been sort of resigned to that I'm not happy with, but I think I have to be 
resigned to and long comes this wise older man who says. 

You don't have to do that. Why would you want to do that? Cool. Well, tell me more so,  

Paul: [00:45:54] yeah. Yeah. I liked that. I liked that that angle coming in, I have a hard time 
seeing eggs because I think I, rather than less time, it's really more about what you get out of 
the time and the idea, you know, the, the. The video that they have at Lyft where, you know, 
it starts off with a little domino or piece of thing and then gradually building buildings. 

So it's the exponential, uh, that, that to me is kind of a more, more along the lines of what I, 
the, the image that I want to, um,  

Dave: [00:46:33] with  

Paul: [00:46:34] people is that really you're going to be working. You're learning something 
else. In addition to your instrument, the beginning, You know, truthfully, this is just, this is 
going to be a lot of work at the beginning, but I tried to make it as simple as possible at the 
beginning. 

And then as you get better, better at playing the game, you're going to see more results so 
that you get this exponential, um, benefit. And then eventually you've just mastered the 
game and you don't have to, you're just going to keep getting better. Playing the game in 
your practice is gonna, you know, get. 

Exponentially better as  

Dave: [00:47:11] well. I think w what you were just saying, there is a really kind of powerful 
image. If you could build on that, what, again, just to, for what popped into my head, if you, 
if you start to feel like the 10,000 hours thing would leave the room impression in terms of it 



being less time than I think you could modify it to say, you know, you've probably heard our, 
our, you know, I don't know how widespread the 10,000 hours idea is, but you know, you've 
probably heard this idea that you need to put 10,000 hours into it. 

Here's what I don't like about that. You could spend 10,000 hours, but if you aren't doing the 
right things, it's going to be 10,000 wasted hours. So, right. Right. My thing is somebody 
needs to show. We need to have a way that you can take small steps at the beginning and 
build those things up. And then kind of say, you know how, like if you start with one small 
domino topples over, it can knock over a significantly bigger one than just a few steps that 
can not go over something the size of the empire state building. 

Well, so that's the kind of process that people need to be able to make those 10,000 hours 
really useful. And then, Oh, that sounds, yeah, that sounds like what I've been working, 
looking for. Not, not necessarily. Well, not knowing what to do with the 10,000 hours. And, 
and, and also thinking that's just a lot of hard work. 

It doesn't sound very appealing, but now somebody comes along and says, well, I can make 
sure that the work you're doing initially is not impossible to do, but has big impact and builds 
quickly. So,  

Paul: [00:48:39] yeah. Dr. Erickson said, you know, it, it isn't the 10,000 hour rule per se. It's 
the kind of equality.  

Dave: [00:48:49] Right, right. 

Yeah. That, that's what resonates with me from, from reading bad-ass, which is that, you 
know, the idea of 10,000 hours doesn't mean anything. If you aren't doing the right thing. 
Deliberate practice in those hours and that the pieces around deliberate practice and 
different types of practice and review, and, you know, even down to ideas of surrounding 
yourself with people who have greater strengths than you do so that it rubs off on you, all 
those kinds of things that have been shown to be predictors of you have more, more success 
in. 

Shorter timeframes kind of things. So maybe not shorter overall, but let's, let's say that you 
took as a, given that you have to put in the 10,000 hours, then you want as many processes 
built into that 10,000 hours to make sure that once you've put that much energy into it, you 
are where you want to be. 

Not a quarter of the way there, because  

Paul: [00:49:45] putting it. Yeah. Thank you. That's yeah, that's really good. That's really 
good. I need to hire you. This is my marketing copywriter. Are you looking for work?  

Dave: [00:50:00] Yeah, I haven't got much on my plate right now. I can't say I've got lots of 
time. I'm next week. I think I'm in meetings, but I could probably write copy for you. 

And just  

Paul: [00:50:09] by one o'clock.  



Dave: [00:50:11] Exactly. Get up at five 45 and get on those calls. I decided I'm not going to 
do the 5:00 AM yoga though. I'm not sure about you, but,  

Paul: [00:50:20] well, actually I do, uh, I do have, um, kind of a workout meditation thing 
that I do in the morning. So, um, I might pop in cause I've got my own thing just to kind of 
pop in on Monday just to see. 

Cause I'll hopefully anyway, be up anyway, because I've found that if I don't do it, I'm just. 
Dragging the whole day,  

Dave: [00:50:44] I have a tendency to be too much of a night owl. So I don't, I don't have 
trouble getting up in the morning, but I, I don't look for things to push the hours back that 
much because. I'm often still awake at one or one 30 in the morning. 

So a five o'clock start is a little short. Sometimes  

Paul: [00:51:01] it's a nap more than as night's sleep  

Dave: [00:51:05] or an app yet  

Paul: [00:51:07] for our power. Now  

Dave: [00:51:08] I heard power naps were good. So I gave up my nighttime sleep and 
favorite power naps.  

Paul: [00:51:14] I do 20 power naps during the course of the day.  

Dave: [00:51:19] No, no. I was taking them out to that four hour period between one and 
5:00 AM. 

I got it. I got no time for him. The rest of the time. That's silly.  

Paul: [00:51:27] That's my deliberate practice of sleep, right.  

Dave: [00:51:32] Sent to leverage the quality of my sleep up to, 

I subscribed to that sleep when you're dead concept. Right. So 

anyway, well, it'll be interesting.  

Paul: [00:51:48] Yeah,  

Dave: [00:51:48] looking forward to it. See how all the pieces come together. Did you 
volunteer to help us lift host as well?  

Paul: [00:51:56] Yeah. And I'm, I'm regretting it and I'm thinking of, um, uh, um, I'm thinking 
I'm going to have to back out of that. Cause it, it, I guess the testing of whatever they're 
going to do is, is going well. 

But even so I,  

Dave: [00:52:11] we go to the second quick test that they did.  



Paul: [00:52:13] I didn't.  

Dave: [00:52:16] I got concerned a little bit there that, um, Well, I think I've mentioned to 
you before I have these, uh, these feelings a little bit around aid that I wonder about, am I 
being fair to him or unfair to him? And they did what they tested. 

The second time was putting people into Slack groups and just having them type in chat. 
And, and several people were really excited about that and it worked better certainly than 
the. Disaster that look they were headed to before, but I didn't think it works particularly 
well. And several people were, you know, one person finally said, you know, I don't, I don't 
type quickly or, well, I don't type. 

I, when I want to communicate with, with people, I'm not a texter. I, I. I talked to people and 
so zoom breakout rooms. Yeah. Even if it was with different people, it would work way 
better for me, because then I'm able to have conversations with people and, and Abe was 
saying, well, you know, I'm really excited about this because I can see that, uh, you know, 
usually. 

And then the people were saying that the problem is, is that you're typing for the whole 
time that you're in this breakout room and you don't really get to see what other people are 
saying. And everybody's typing at the same time and there's not very much interaction. And, 
you know, he immediately came back and said, well, except in the, in the actual sessions, it's 
not really realistic. 

Cause in the actual sessions. Danny will have, you know, set a task for you, and then you'll 
be going into your breakout room and you'll just be putting down what you were gonna say 
about the task. So you'll already be thinking about it and you'll be more prepared here 
where I wanted to do the test. You were just seeing the question for the first time when you 
got into the breakout room. 

So it's not a good test. Well, that's true. But I also think it's a fallacy to think that when 
Danny says to you in a conference or anybody does, we're going to break you into groups 
that by the time you get to the breakout room, you've already thought about what you want 
to say, because my experience is that. 

That's not the case for me, lots of times I think about it once they get there and get into 
conversation and the number of times that other people don't start saying anything. Cause 
they haven't a clue. What they're going to say means that that just isn't going to be the case 
that people are typing what they were going to do. 

And now they're finished. They can read everyone. Else's what happened. So I don't know. 
It'll be interesting. I'm. I'm still encouraged that they're trying these various approaches, but 
I, and there's one guy Wade, like he's like super gung ho about this whole thing. And I, and I 
want to say, I, you know, I'm both happy that you're super gung ho about it and Oh my God, 
could you be a big problem with this group you're gung on this, right? 

Like you're so sure that this can all work. And he, you know, he's, he's not that young, but 
he's younger than I, I also think about, you know, you and I probably for the, for the Mirasee 



demographic are fairly typical, except we're probably both substantially more technical than 
a lot of those people are. 

And to put a demographic that skews toward. 45 plus into an environment where their 
technical skills have to ramp up quickly for things to work might seem like it makes sense to 
anyone. And they're 30 years old, but it's just. Stupid in terms of real life. I'm sorry, if you 
think it's  

Paul: [00:55:25] realistic,  

Dave: [00:55:27] right? 

Sorry, not realistic would be the politically correct way to put it. I find myself trying not to 
be, I actually pushed back against this. A lot, because I see many places in my, uh, in my life 
where I see people who are in my age group, sort of dissing people who are younger, but 
there is some truth to that idea of you don't know what you don't know until you've been 
through it and come out the other end and you learn some things. 

And, and the, the eternal optimism of young people can sometimes be their greatest 
downfall with it. You know, unintentionally, they're just, they can't really see that it can't 
work. And it's, I find that very interesting. I've always pushed back against it because I, you 
know, I know all these people that hate any kind of later music, because it doesn't sound like 
the music they grew up on in the seventies, whatever. 

So everything else sucks. And I'm like, well, okay. There's there's problems with music from 
all areas, but it doesn't all suck good music and lots of different areas. Although I have to say 
I was playing around with this. Piece of software that lets you do music mixes. And one of 
the things that I will do sometimes as a recreation kind of thing is sit down and just put a 
series of tracks together and them crossfade. 

Yeah. Then I listened to it later. At some point it was background music. Yeah. Uh, I got sort 
of an idea of why don't I do something? You got a theme and uh, I think the theme that I 
looked up was I think I had heard, um, The day before the amazing rhythm ACEs, you know, 
third-rate romance, you know, that stuff,  

Paul: [00:57:04] um, that, yeah. 

Name sounds  

Dave: [00:57:07] low rent rendezvous, two people getting together for a quick afternoon 
with no strings attached kind of thing. So I thought it would be just interesting to see how 
many songs there are, but that theme, and there's so many songs in the sort of hip hop era 
that, about that. And you start listening to these recommendations. 

It's like every song. Is exactly the same beat is exactly the same thing. And then somebody 
starts rapping to it in almost exactly the same cadence. And I'm like, give me some variety. 
At least I'm trying, I'm trying to be open minded about this, but I have to say, I think it maybe 
fits with it. So I don't know if my thing is reversed or not, but somebody sent me this. 



Paul: [00:57:48] That's good.  

Dave: [00:57:49] That's good. Anyways.  

Paul: [00:57:51] Yeah. Well, you know, somebody who was it? Oh, a friend of mine has 
Jewish said, uh, posted on Facebook. That was my friend drew, the guy who does a college 
audition pro saying. So he does these things a lot. And so he said, um, a, um, a thing he does. 
Let's call it a guilty pleasure or something like that. 

Zeal listened to Christian music. And so he asked people what kind of, what Christian music 
they, they listened to. And, um, I said, well, The Christian, the only Christian music I listened 
to is between the 14th and the 17th centuries, or were written in between those times. I 
know I'm an outlier in this way. 

Dave: [00:58:43] Just a tad.  

Paul: [00:58:47] I listen to really old music.  

Dave: [00:58:50] Well, I think, you know, I just have always thought that there's something 
there's something interesting in, in music of just all genres. And I think that. One of the 
things that's at all areas. And I think one of the things that's been unfortunate in a way, is 
that the way in which the baby boom generation kind of hijack the music business so that, 
you know, for generations, after that, there were all these people whose favorite music was 
led Zeppelin as if that would have been natural for them. 

Had it not been for this big baby boom, Porsche on why you should listen to the lead's app. 

Anyways, interesting times we live in.  

Paul: [00:59:27] Indeed indeed. Well, thank you for another interesting conversation,  

Dave: [00:59:33] always good. And I guess we'll have to miss one next week because we'll be 
lifting ourselves to higher levels. Shall we continue at 10 o'clock and then the week after  

Paul: [00:59:42] that's all right. Yeah,  

Dave: [00:59:45] very good. 

Sounds good.  

Paul: [00:59:46] All right.  

Dave: [00:59:47] I'm sure I will see you many times in the halls of indeed,  

Paul: [00:59:51] right and early on Sunday morning  

Dave: [00:59:54] to date  

Paul: [00:59:56] 48 hours,  

Dave: [00:59:58] but who's counting tick, tick, tick, tick, tick.  



Paul: [01:00:02] Alright. Thanks, Paul. 

 


